Pilot Site: Orleans

The FloodProBE Orleans Pilot Site summary:

In Brief

Agglo of Orleans is one of the most advanced
territories in France in terms of vulnerability
concerns. They understood very early that, in a
context of a diked up system, trying to tackle the
question of residual risk (eg. flood defense failure)
is essential to produce resilient cities.

On one hand, networks affect the well-being of
the people and the smooth functioning of services
and, more generally, of economical activities.
Even if Agglo of Orleans is focusing on
vulnerability assessment, methods and tools to
assess it are very poor actually, especially
concerning network vulnerability.
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On the other hand, River Loire is surrounded by
old dikes that have to be assessed in term of
performance. In the same time, dike managers
need to prioritize their actions in a context of
security increase, annual budget limits and poorly
documented levee.
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For these reasons, Agglo of Orleans is
developing a holistic approach for vulnerability
assessment:
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Identifying vulnerable dike sections (upstream
and downstream Orleans) using efficient
methods
Identifying the most critical points of their
different networks (electricity, road, drinking
water, sanitation...)
Taking into account both dikes vulnerability
and networks vulnerability in order to assess
urban vulnerability
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improve the capacity of a city to recover from
disturbances.
This work will be implemented in collaboration with
the DREAL centre which managed the dikes
surround the river Loire.

Goals/strategies/tools to be applied
The following G/S/T are being applied within the
FloodProBE Orleans pilot:









Agglo of Orleans is looking for assessment
methodology of dikes performance. Thus,
identification and assessment of structure
transition will be tested and validated on Loire
levees in Orléans
Agglo of Orleans is also looking for accurate
geographical knowledge of their dikes. Thus,
LIDAR mapping of Loire levees (upstream to
downstream of Orléans) and geophysical
methods will be achieved in FloodProBE
project.
In order to assess networks vulnerability,
Agglo of Orleans is a partner in the
development of a specific GIS tool. The
objective is to develop a methodology for
producing
interdependent
networks
disturbance scenarios in order to indentify the
most critical components. Software is currently
under development to take advantage of this
methodology. This software is the first step
toward a GIS tool taking into account of
network interdependencies and allowing
geolocation of critical components.
The combination of dike vulnerability
assessment and networks vulnerability
identification is an interesting perspective for
the Orleans pilot.

The FloodProBE Project
FloodProBE is a European research project with
the objective of providing cost-effective solutions
for flood risk reduction in urban areas. FloodProBE
aims to develop technologies, methods and tools
for flood risk assessment and for the practical
adaptation of new and existing buildings,
infrastructure and flood defences leading to a
better understanding of vulnerability, flood
resilience and defence performance. This research
supports implementation of the Floods Directive
through the development of more effective flood
risk management strategies.
Email: info@floodprobe.eu
Website: www.floodprobe.eu

